
Introduction 

Back in 2015 the comedian Stephen Fry  had a bit of a pop at God and during an infamous rant he 

accused God of being selfish and unkind for creating a world full of misery. Thousands read it and 

thousands responded. Of course the accusations were easily debunked by Christians but behind 

Fry’s rant at God was a common stumbling block to belief. That somehow God is inconsistent and 

cannot be trusted. 

Often human beings ask how can God be good in a world of suffering? How can God be love in a 

world of hate? How can God be fair in a world of injustice? You see human beings need to know 

that God is consistent, dependable and trustworthy and this is one aspect  that comes across in 

Romans 9 to 11.   

In these chapters Paul is doing more than talking about Israel he is also upholding God’s character 

as someone who is true and consistent with regards to his promises. Last week we looked at 

chapter 8 and the big take home point was that nothing  ‘will be able to separate us from the love 

of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.’  

But if that’s true then why do large numbers of Jewish people find that they are now outwith 

God’s covenant for their failure to trust in Jesus Christ. A point that Paul makes earlier in Romans, 

that both Jew and non-Jew alike need Christ for salvation. 

Haven’t they who received all the promises of the Old Testament and who were once described as 

God’s treasured possession in Deuteronomy suddenly been cut off from God’s love. Couldn’t we 

find ourselves in the same situation? Is God inconsistent and unreliable? 

Well Paul is aware of this issue and in each chapter he gives an answer to help the Christian to 

relax and know that God remains dependable and trustworthy. 

In chapter 9 Paul points out that despite what has happened God is still good.  

In chapter 10 that people are still the problem  

And in chapter 11 that Israel is still important. 

Well I read a quote from a great bible teacher recently  who said that ‘more heresy is preached in 

application than any other part of the sermon(!) and when it comes to Romans 9-11 this is a great 

point. So as we try to unpack what is a tricky piece of scripture I’m going to stick mostly to 

explanation and some match of the day highlights. 

God is still Good 

And firstly, we want to say that God is still good in chapter 9 because Paul himself has ‘great 

sorrow’ and unceasing anguish in verse 2 for the people of Israel. He’s reflecting the heart of God 

for these people who find themselves cut off from Christ. 



It’s quite an extreme, intense love, like that of a parent, because Paul would rather be cut off 

himself in verse 3 in place of these people. So if there’s any sign that God’s love is dwindling then 

it’s rebuffed immediately in these  verses.  

You know we too ought to keep that in mind when people reject Jesus. Our default position is love 

not hate. When people reject Jesus we should have the same kind of concern that we would have 

for a family member or a close friend because God is good, his love endures forever and we like 

Paul don’t want this outcome for others. 

And yet we cannot ignore that these people find themselves cut off from Christ. We have to know 

ourselves that God is still faithful and consistent in light of this. Well we have two reasons to say 

that he is. 

Firstly, because in this situation he is not behaving any differently than he ever has before. Paul 

says in verse 6 ‘it is not as though God’s word has failed. For not all who are descended from Israel 

are Israel.’ Then in verse 7 ‘Nor because they are his descendants are they all Abraham’s children.’  

And he explains this by using two well known Old Testament examples of Sarah and Rebekah in 

verses 8-13, examples where barren women had children. Why? Because as barren women, these 

births were based on God’s promise and therefore support the point that God selects people not 

on the basis of credentials or physical descent but because of his good sovereign choice. 

Paul is pointing out what we already know from Romans. Physical descent and credentials do not 

automatically qualify one before God spiritually and this was always the case. There was always an 

Israel within Israel that these verses. A spiritual Israel within national ethnic Israel made up of 

people who were genuinely trusting God our Father. 

So to find that some Jewish people were trusting Christ whilst some were not is actually no 

different from what was always happening.  

Now even in a church context we may say something similar.  

Physical descent doesn’t automatically make anyone a Christian. You’re not a Christian because 

your parents are Christians. You don’t inherit your Christian faith. And equally we probably know 

people who looked the part, at least physically by being part of the church and taking part and 

getting involved but over time seem not to have had genuine faith. 

Well God has not changed in this regard. He is consistent. The spiritual promises of salvation, 

based on his goodness always belonged to spiritual Israel. People could be part of Israel physically 

but remain apart of Israel spiritually.  

Well God is still merciful which is the second angle in chapter 9 that also reminds us that God is 

still good. 

I’m sure it would have been tempting in the first century to do exactly what Stephen Fry did and 

to take a faulty reading of these affairs. To look at what’s going on, look at the vast numbers of 



Israelites who find themselves cut off from Christ and the covenant and deduce that God is not 

the merciful God we thought he was after all. 

Well Paul says no because in verse 15 ‘I will have mercy on whom I have mercy…and I will have 

compassion on whom I have compassion.’ We find this in life as well. People wonder why a God 

who is merciful can reject anyone and it’s that kind of thinking that Paul remoulds for us, because 

given that our world is fallen and our natural state is sin and separation from our creator, God only 

has to save one person to show that he is merciful in nature.  

So verse 15 and 16 establish that God’s choice to save anyone from sin is based completely on his 

mercy and has nothing to do with our effort or our desire. We can’t earn heaven through human 

effort and no amount of wishful thinking or clever ideas will get us there either. 

And in case people are still wondering why he has mercy only on some as if it’s not enough that it 

be based purely on his merciful nature, Paul gives another reason. He points out that Pharaoh 

from the book of Exodus was raised up in verse 17 to demonstrate God’s mercy through his 

rejection of God.  

Now it sounds a bit odd so we better take a closer look…Verses 22 & 23 say this. ‘What if God, 

choosing to show his wrath and make his power known, bore with great patience the objects of 

his wrath – prepared for destruction? What if he did this to make the riches of his glory known to 

the objects of his mercy.’ 

Now let’s just reword and say what Paul is saying 

God was patient with Pharaoh, who imprisoned and tortured the people of Israel way back in 

Exodus. He took his time in hardening Pharaoh’s heart over a period of time in verse 18.  Not for 

repentance but so that his rebellion would build up. So that many people would see how great 

and powerful God is when he mercifully saves people from Pharaoh’s terrible grip.  

We might ask how this glorifies God. Well imagine if you’re watching a crime movie and in the first 

minute, there’s an assault by one person. Then the second minute the police turn up. The third 

minute they catch the guy. And in the fourth minute they’re back at the office wrapping up the 

paperwork. 

You would be left thinking what a rather unspectacular story! But if you watch a movie where the 

perpetrator gathers pace over time. His crimes increase and where it seems the outcome could go 

either way and where you don’t know if there will be a good outcome. And then finally through 

some clever piece of investigation the full power of the law is put to work and he’s caught.  

You walk away so much happier and impressed at the outcome. The story of salvation is a bit like 

that. When God used Pharaoh, his rebellion built up. He even hardens Pharaoh’s heart in verse 18 

so that the resolution, the display of God’s saving power and his mercy would be all the more 

dramatic and spectacular and even clearer when He saved the Israelites. 



It’s the same method when it comes to salvation from human sin. Why does it take so long for 

Jesus to arrive on the scene, go to the cross for the sins of the world? Why is it taking so long for 

him to return as evil increases in our world? Because as well as allowing time for people to turn to 

him it is also true that in the long run the saving work of God will be shown to be all the more 

spectacular as the conflict of evil and sin plays out in life. 

The key difference here is that Paul is now turning the tables where Israel are being treated like 

Pharaoh in Chapter 9. Paul quotes Deuteronomy in Romans Chapter 11 verse 8 to explain that 

“God gave them a spirit of stupor, eyes so that they could not see and ears so that they could not 

hear to this very day.’  

And so in a similar fashion to Pharaoh, Israel’s rebellion and rejection of Christ, becomes the 

means through which God’s power and crucially his mercy would be displayed in a spectacular 

fashion to the whole world. The more that  people within Israel rebelled the more hard hearted 

people became toward Christ, the more the gospel went out to other nations as it did in Jesus’ 

ministry, as it did in the book of Acts, as it did in the life of Paul himself. 

People are still the Problem 

So in this way Paul establishes that God is still good in Romans 9 despite the many Israelites who 

are cut off from Christ.  

Next he points out that People are still the problem. 

Sometimes it’s convenient to blame God for our rebellion and our brokenness. 

Like the man who sins and says ‘why did you let me do that God.’? Or like Stephen Fry who blames 

God for the presence of cancer in our world. But it’s a mistake to blame God despite all that we’ve 

said about God hardening pharaoh and Israel in chapter 9 because people are still the problem. 

In Chapter 10 Paul shifts from God to people, to speak of individual responsibility within Israel and 

it’s sometimes difficult to fathom that God can have control in all affairs whilst human beings are 

also entirely responsible. However in the context of Romans 9 to 11 I think it’s made easier if we 

consider that God doesn’t have to do much to harden someone’s heart. He can essentially leave 

people as they are and rebellion increases.  

John Stott says that God’s hardening process is one where he ‘maintains people in the state of sin 

that already characterises them’ this being as a result of the fall in Genesis chapter 3. 

So what happened with these people? What do we want to avoid ourselves? 

They stumbled over Christ in verse 33. 

‘See, I lay in Zion a stone that causes men to stumble and a rock that makes them fall.’  



In a strange way, Jesus is often the biggest barrier to faith. You can speak to someone who is very 

spiritual, very interested in spiritual matters and even very religious about their spirituality. But 

when you speak of Christ he is one big stumbling block that people can’t get over. 

Sometimes people like Jesus but when he starts to mess about with your approach to the spiritual 

life and how we view the world and worship God, all manner of defences come up. 

Well this happened in Israel because people focussed too much on God’s laws and commands as 

an end in itself. That was their worldview and a good thing became a God thing. 

They were so focussed on the law, so distracted by the law of God that they completely missed 

the goal of the law of God which is Christ in chapter 10 verse 4.  

Have you ever felt this yourself? We get so caught up in what’s going on in Church or our activity 

in the life of faith that we kind of forget the main point who is Christ himself.  

In chapter 9 verse 32 Paul also says that people pursued the law ‘as if it were by works.’  There 

was a subtle shift from dependency upon God to dependency upon themselves to fulfil the law of 

Moses and so they missed Christ. If you think you can do life yourself why would you think you 

need of a saviour? It’s a nice reminder in our western world of self-sufficiency that we need Christ.  

Well in the mix of all this there was a sense in which the simplicity of the gospel was missed. In 

verse 5 they created a rod for their backs because once again Paul reminds his readers that ‘the 

man who does these things will live by them.’  

If they were depending on good works or keeping the law of God for salvation then they better be 

good at it because they need to keep the whole thing  and never slip up or they will fall short of 

God’s standards.  Yet the gospel of Christ releases people from that burden because he offers 

forgiveness of our sin and the power of God to follow his commands. 

They also missed what was right in front of their nose! How often can we do that.  I’m sure you’ve 

heard the joke. Two men walking down the street. One says look a forest and the other says 

where I can’t see for all the trees! The bigger picture, the clearer picture is lost in the detail and 

we can miss what is right there before us.  

For Paul the Israelites of his day tried to reach up to God through law keeping but in verse 6 that 

approach only pulls God down to our standards for ‘who will ascend into heaven.’ 

They also tried to plumb the depths of God’s ways through observing the law but certain things 

are only reserves for Christ for in verse 7  ‘who will descend into the deep.’   

And yet Jesus  was right in front of their face the whole time in verse 8 for ‘the word is near you; it 

is in your mouth and in your heart. 

I’m sure we can think about our own lives or even think about people we know who have been so 

near to Christ yet so far. People who have grappled with the big questions of life, have thought it 



through and love to unpack spiritual and ethical matters, love to watch and debate about the 

meaning of life but who miss Christ. 

We can perhaps think of people who have been on a spiritual path, a search for God and have 

poured time and energy and even money into that search and yet they miss what is actually right 

there in front of them. Even Israel who had God’s law missed what was simple and straight 

forward so anyone can do it.  

They missed that ‘if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord, and believe in your heart that 

God raised him from the dead, you will be saved‘ in verse 9 

They missed that ‘anyone who trusts in him will ever be put to shame’ in verse 11. 

They missed that ‘everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord will be saved’ in verse 13. 

And in the end they actually missed the times. Verses 14-21 are not so much a motivational talk 

for evangelism but they are Paul’s way of highlighting that these people not only missed out but 

also misread. They misread the times.  

Had they not been so distracted with attaining their salvation through the law they would 

have/should have spotted what was now taking place in Christ. Because God’s law was pointing 

beyond itself to him and to what he would do… 

It reached out into the earth in verse 18 and as they saw people turning to Jesus they should’ve 

picked up what God is now doing. You know it’s a similar thing that we’re raising or pointing out to 

our world. 

Whilst people are distracted and focussed upon whatever consumes them and whatever justifies 

our existence the Christian is saying stop for a moment and read the times. Look at what is going 

on in human affairs with some honesty. Look at our spiritual plight with an open heart. Our 

sinfulness, the brokenness of our world, our need of a saviour. See how human life and history 

marries with God’s word and rather than just plug the gap in various ways look at what God has 

done in Christ to make all things new.  

So in Romans chapter 10 a vast number of Israelites were cut off from God but he’s not unjust 

because People are still the problem as Paul highlights. 

Israel is Still Important 

Yet despite all this and finally, Israel is still important. We would be forgiven for thinking that 

Israel’s time is up. To use a Scottish phrase, that their teas oot! And if that’s the case then God’s 

character really would be called into question  

But in chapter 11 verse 1 Paul immediately points out that he’s an Israelite and he finds himself in 

Christ, in the covenant as a person of the promise. There are also others, a small number of Jewish 

people who have turned to Christ in verse 5. 



So God does still care about individual Israelites and so too he also cares about national Israel as 

an entity. In verses 11 to 32 Paul shifts once more to explain how this corporate entity, national 

Israel, that has rejected Christ, still remain important and relevant in God’s future plan. 

Paul asks ‘did they stumble so as to fall beyond recovery’ in 11 verse 11.  Not at all says Paul. God 

is the God of opportunity. Israel remain important, even crucial because blessing depends upon 

Israel. Present blessing and future blessing. 

No Israel, no salvation in Christ, no church. 

Look at verse 18. To the Christian, ‘you do not support the root, the root supports you.’ Without 

the long history of Israel and without God dealing with Israel we would not have the church. And 

of course Jesus Christ our Lord and saviour had to come from Israel. 

So no Israel. No salvation in Christ. No church.  

You know these verses are good just in case we ever feel superior or slip into a sense of arrogance 

at being the recipients of God’s favour against others who reject God. It can happen. This is one of 

the issues that was thought to be happening in the church at Rome. As Jewish Christians returned 

to Rome after being kicked out over an earlier theological disagreement on Jesus they found that 

when they returned some gentile Christians thought themselves superior. 

Paul’s goal here is to prevent that. The fact that God can reject Israel for unbelief  is cause to be 

humble and careful about how we view ourselves. Paul says ’do not be arrogant, but be 

afraid…..for if God did not spare the natural branches, he will not spare you either’ in verse 21.  

And in any case the church is organically linked to the history of Israel in verse 17. Non Jewish 

people have been grafted into the olive tree which is a reference to Israel so don’t get complacent 

or arrogant or self-righteous because present blessing depends upon Israel because the olive tree 

matures into the church. 

But perhaps even more significantly, cosmic blessing depends upon Israel and we’re almost at a 

close today! Are you desperate for the coming of Christ? Do you long for the new heavens and the 

new earth? Well we need Israel for that to happen. How? There are four  quick clues to get us 

there 

Firstly, in verse 12 We read ’if their transgression means riches for the world, and their loss means 

riches for the gentiles’ then ‘how much greater riches will their full blessing bring.’ The word used 

for ‘full’ is Pleroma. It’s a numerical word. This is the first clue. 

Secondly, in verse 15 we read ‘if their rejection is the reconciliation of the world what will their 

acceptance be but life from the dead.’ The reference ‘life from the dead’ is resurrection language. 

That’s the second clue. 

Thirdly, in verses 25 ’Israel has experienced a hardening in part until the full number of gentiles 

has come in.’ The phrase, ‘the full number of gentiles’ coming in, refers to the response to the 



gospel among all nations. Once all these people have come in. So it seems once everyone who is 

to be saved is actually saved at some point in the future whenever history has reached that goal  

Then, (clue number four) is ‘all Israel will be saved.’ In verse 26. Meaning God’s hardening will be 

lifted when the deliverer comes as the quote indicates. The ‘all Israel’ will be a future generation 

of Jewish people who will respond to Christ on a massive numerical scale.  

Which occurs just before Christ’s second coming. Just prior to the resurrection of the dead. Verse 

15 ‘what will their (Israel’s) acceptance be  but life from the dead.’  

Now  that’s all a bit technical but the point is being made so that we would know that God is 

consistent and faithful to his promises and he still cares for Israel and has a cosmic plan for Israel. 

There are other references to Israel in the bible about the land and the temple being restored 

which may simply be pointing to events that will take place before the return of Christ as a matter 

of fact. 

But whatever else we say, the conversion of Israel to Christ prior to his second coming in the 

future seems to be paramount to me in this passage.  

So speaking personally I’m more excited that more Jewish people have converted to Christ in the 

past twenty years than the rest of history put together than I am with national, political Israel 

being restored to their land in the present day. 

I do think we should pray for present day Israel as a nation in the same way that we should pray 

for other nations in our world but I don’t think there are two ways to salvation and two peoples of 

God in the bible.  

Paul says in verse 11 ‘because of Israel’s rejection of Jesus that ‘salvation has come to the Gentiles 

to make Israel envious.’ In other words so that they would see what is happening and turn to 

Christ. It all comes together in Christ and it seems that certain things have to take place in our 

history before that happen.  

So Paul shows us in Romans 9-11 that God is still Good, People are still the problem and Israel is 

still important. 

And if it seems strange or even confusing that God would reject some, to incorporate others, to 

then make others realise their disobedience and come to him, all for the completion of his cosmic 

plan, to make the riches of his mercy known.  

Then that’s partly because we just couldn’t come up with that ourselves. It’s just not on our mind 

map to do this. A plan on that scale done in that way with all the nuances and the potential 

misunderstandings whilst remaining entirely good and fair is way beyond our capacity and actually 

gives credence to the fact that God’s word is divinely inspired as is his plan of salvation. 

And so we will close with the same words we opened with at the end of Romans 11. 



‘Oh, the depths of the riches of the wisdom of God! How unsearchable his judgements, and his 

paths beyond tracing out! Who has known the mind of the Lord? Or who has been his counsellor? 

Who has ever given to God, that God should repay him? For from him and through him and to him 

are all things. To him be the glory forever! Amen.’  


